Golden, February 2008
Hi there,
in the following a retrospective view on our turbulent and eventful year 2007. We wrote the same
sentence last year, what did we know then?
The beginning of the year was dominated by several smaller
and bigger illnesses (for examples Eva’s sprained ankle,
Samuel pneumonia,. . . ). The pneumonia was one of our revealing experiences. Here — showing American enthusiasm
— without much ado did our doctor send for an ambulance
to transport Samuel from his office to the hospital (they modestly renounced on the siren — to our disappointment).
We concealed the best news in last year’s letter, Eva was
pregnant again, our second child would be born in August!
Meaning that Eva was nauseous and tired on top of being
sick. . . And since we didn’t want to talk about the baby already in January, some of you were very surprised on learning
in August that we had two children all of a sudden. Does that
mean we do not write enough emails?
Naturally, we had lots of wonderful moments we could experience together with Samuel, his first steps, his first favorite
food (yogurt), his first birthday and of course how his friendship with Kyra flourished. A very special highlight: During
Samuel’s birthday party Eva felt the little one kicking for the
first time.

Since a big trip to Europe with a lot
of family was foreseen for the summer,
we went on a very small family trip
to see the Colorado Gators and Great
Sand Dunes National Park at the end
of April. We had a lot of fun and enjoyed the free time as a little family
and the greatness of Colorado’s landscapes very much.

Alongside, we both worked and Samuel went to daycare for three days a week. Reinhard tried with
much commitment to loose as few as possible hairs over irritating or weak students. Right after the end
of the semester we flew as planned for four weeks to Europe, our first visit in two years and Samuel’s
first contact with Germany, Switzerland and his family.
Beforehand we thought that all of that would be
too much for him, but from the very first moment
he behaved as if he knew nothing else than living
in a huge family! We were all very happy about
seeing as many members of both our families as
possible and also a few old friends and everyone
was pleased to make Samuel’s acquaintance.
First, we were in Germany for about two weeks,
with Eva’s family and then her old friend Nina
and her family, then we drove to Switzerland to
stay for another two weeks with Reinhard’s family. Samuel learned and saw a lot of new things,
he rode a tractor, a Schilter (a type of tractor
for use in steep slopes) and a train, he saw pigs,
sheep (with and without black noses for those
who know about sheep. . . ) and (real!) cows,
and he discovered his love of strawberries, raspberries and cervelat!

We had so many lovely moments, we
met so many dear ones and we saw
so many wonderful places again. But
time was up way, way too quickly. . .

We came home from Europe and had to realize that the baby, with whom
we set out, was no baby anymore, he had grown to a little boy in Germany
and Switzerland. And he was longingly awaited in Golden by his friend
Kyra. For four weeks and for each airplane she spotted, Kyra asked if
Samuel was sitting in there. . . It wouldn’t be a long baby-free time for us,
though!

The big event of the year, the arrival of Benjamin, was awaited
much more calmly than the one of Samuel (we are professionals
in the meantime?).
Benjamin Lorenz Furrer saw the light of the day on August 7
2007. In his case it was the bright light of the operating room
at Lutheran Medical Center, because Benjamin as well came
into the world with a C-section, this time planned, although the
decision to do so was hard-fought. Dr. Ellis exclaimed “Oh, my
god” upon seeing Benjamin, he was a big baby with 4236g und
54cm (9lb 5oz and 21.5 in), and Benjamin hollered back in her
face with proportionate vehemence.
Benjamin started out his life with enthusiasm, this time we could
enjoy our stay in the hospital and the first days with our new
baby without any bigger worries.

Samuel stayed with Kyra during
this time and he virtually didn’t
miss us, at Kyra’s he gets the better crackers and is allowed to do so
much more fun stuff anyhow! And
in the mornings Kyra and Samuel
cuddled. . .
Benjamin’s enthusiasm was so great
from the beginning that he didn’t
find the time to sleep and he kept
us pretty well on the go all the
time. Perhaps the best thing in
Benjamin’s young life is his biggest
hero — Samuel, whom he unconditionally adores. Samuel calls him
tenderly “Benni”, he is very considerate and indulges him with countless kisses every day.

Eva and Benjamin stayed home for the rest of the year, Samuel
continued to go to daycare for three days a week. Tuesdays and
Thursdays were henceforth pretty racy days for Eva since both
boys are champions in the very vocal declaration of their (always
absolutely urgent) wishes. But Eva enjoyed the time with her
two little men tremendously.
Samuel had several incisive experiences during the later part of
the year: his first Halloween in a costume (will he be thanking
us later that we dressed him up as a cow?), having fun sledding
for the first time (if he could be convinced to wear mittens the
fun would be even bigger — and longer. . . ), being on stage again
for the Kindercare Christmas pageant, repeated visits to
his seventh heaven, the Colorado Railroad Museum, and
countless Lego creations, like his first self-made tower:

This year we didn’t spend the holiday season on our own, on
December 19 we were invaded by the Germans: Nina, Ecki,
Björn Erik and Lars Arvid came to visit until January 4.
Our time off was dominated by Lego, crafts, puzzles, diggers,
trucks etc., just as one imagines life with four little and two
grown boys. We had quite a lot of snow again, such that
the Kirchner boys could shovel our yard repeatedly. They
did that with enthusiasm, even though the yard gets plowed.
Why on earth didn’t we say no to that?
Our place was buzzing and it has not exactly been a quiet and
relaxing time off, but it was very, very nice to at last spend
so much time together again. Nevertheless, we had our hint
that we are probably not made to have four kids. . .

We started the year by bidding our Subaru farewell and are now the proud owners of
a 2004 VW Jetta wagon. Let’s finish with a quick preview of 2008: Eva starts working
again in February, both kids will go to daycare for three days a week, Reinhard will
visit Japan for a week in February and in June/July we will all come to Switzerland
and Germany, where Benjamin will be baptized. Until then, take care,
Benjamin, Samuel, Eva & Reinhard
PS: Not really just a PS: Reinhard’s biggest professional success of the year was the Nobel Peace Prize!
(He was one of the many contributing authors of IPCC)

